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Special Guardianship and Adoption News
Celebrating peer support, friendship, wisdom and courage in adoption and
special guardianship
Welcome to the first issue of our quarterly newsletter from Special
Guardians and Adopters Together!

In this Issue:
• Supporting traumatised children at
the parental/caregiver level
• SEND action day/School refusal and
attendance problems
• Research Focus - Lived experience
research on accessing & receiving
support
• Friendship stories
• Charity Focus: More than
Grandparents Sunderland & Back
from the Brink

Special guardians are playing an increasingly
important role in children’s permanence with almost
as many SGOs (Special Guardianship Orders)
made as Adoption Orders in the last two years.
Although there are many similarities between
adoption and special guardianship there are also
differences between these two types of permanence
arrangements. Adopters and special guardians alike
will be parenting children who have been removed
from their birth parents, thus suffering significant
trauma and loss. Because of this many of us will
have had incredible challenges to overcome as
parents and carers to help our children feel safe and
secure. We celebrate our friendships, our courage
and wisdom, and we share what we have learned on
our journeys.

If you are a special guardian or an adopter and would like to join
Special Guardians and Adopters Together, please complete an
application form on our website. We warmly welcome new members!
Web: www.specialguardiansandadopterstogether.com
Email: sgandadopterstogether@gmail.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SGandAT

The importance of supporting parents and carers
by Dawn Henderson (special guardian)

As a special guardian, my nephew and I have
found ourselves left in the unforgivable position
of being unable to access adequate and
informed support and care. By virtue of the fact
that I had prevented a child going into care, I
inadvertently prevented his access to the
support we both need! Like other SGs I have
even been advised by education professionals
to put him back in care for 24 hours to access
support – when this would clearly be
frightening for a child.
I parent therapeutically and my experience and
understanding is that healing, for traumatised
children, has to be experienced at the level of
the parents/caregivers, so they can be in a
space of self-actualisation, and self-centredness in order to be clear, connected and
supportive of the children. Self-care is an
overused and sometimes misapplied tool.
The self-care can be a bubble bath, but it can
equally be significant therapeutic intervention
to maintain, support and cultivate a richer
environment to thrive. This is so much more
than psychological tools - it is about a deeper
connection to ourselves, which will
fundamentally shift our perspectives, so we are

more present and available. Attention needs to
be given to the parent who is in compassion
fatigue and the fight against the system.
Societal expectations, internal expectations,
secondary trauma, meeting of needs - these all
become the fog in which parents/caregivers
operate - sometimes effectively but often in
isolation, where our own childhood wounds
shape our perception. The fear in asking for
help, the subconscious expectations of others
(professionals, family, child), and a gross lack
of understanding of trauma, all go to create a
situation that can result in silence,
guardedness, cynicism and helplessness. The
system itself can compound the Trauma rather
than offering relief from it.

Dawn is looking for help to set
up a charity to provide
support to parents, carers
and children to help children
recover from trauma and
adversity.
Please contact SG&AT to be
put in touch with Dawn if you
can help in any or would like
to be involved.

SG&AT have two petitions for you to sign that are relevant to this article:
The Lack of LAC petition at Change.org started by SGO holder Katherine Hayles. Katherine
met with Ofsted last year to put across the SGO holders’ perspective.
The Family in Need not Child in Need petition at 38 Degrees started by SGO holder Donna
Lee. Donna met with former shadow minister Emma Lewell-Buck and talked about SGO issues
in 2018. Donna is currently writing a handbook for SGO holders offering helpful information
about their rights and responsibilities.
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Donna is currently writing a handbook for SGO holders offering
helpful information about their rights and
responsibilities

EDUCATION FOCUS
JOINING TOGETHER FOR CHANGE

From left to right: Talib Abdulhussein of SG&AT with

A 12,000 strong petition was delivered to
Downing Street on 30th May 2019, and
dozens of rallies were held across the
nation. SG&AT are proud to have
supported the SEND National Crisis rally
in Leeds, which was organised by Nadia
Turki, co-founder of the SEND National
Crisis Group. Nadia told the Yorkshire
Post “For them and their families it’s just

Jane Aitchison and Cllrs Kevin Ritchie, Jonathan Pryor,

one battle after the next”.

Mohamed Shezard and Fiona Venner

School anxiety, school refusal and school attendance
problems
Adoptive mum Megan writes about an
issue close to her heart.

“I want to go
to school mum,
but my body
won’t let me”.

“I want to go to school mum, but my body
won’t let me”. This is how my 12-year old
adopted son described what it was like for
The court experts suggested that the
him. How I wish both I and the professionals
presence of the social workers to access our
allocated to our family knew more about
needs, after some year’s absence, may have
trauma and dissociation, looking back it
destabilised my son, triggering unconscious
would have saved such a lot of grief and a
memories of him being removed from school
great deal of money when he went back into
from his birth family. This made sense as by
care and stopped going to school altogether
now it had become evident that a boy who
under a Section 31 Care Order - the Order
was securely attached had been removed
was made due to meeting the threshold of
very much against his wishes. Our home was
beyond parental control. The Order was
his safe-haven.
eventually discharged three years later when
an adoption expert, appointed by the court,
Instead of helping us as a family and helping
recommended immediate reunification,
my son access education at home, which
awards and for bravery (which were not
happens now, I ended up in court when I
given).
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refused a Section 20 Care Order – as the
only means by which I could access respite. I
needed a break but believed it would
destabilise my child to go back into care to
give me one. I was confronted with false
allegations that I was mentally ill, and I could
not understand why my child’s disabilities
were not being taken into account, or why I
was not able to access a Carer’s
Assessment, which was requested by our
GP.

NOT FINE IN SCHOOL (NFIS) is a parent
/carer led initiative started in November
2017, to raise awareness and help support
children and families where there are school
attendance difficulties. The group has grown
rapidly and now has over 7k members,
which shows the scale of the problem.
School attendance difficulties are often
poorly understood and can have severe
consequences for both child and family.

Parents are breaking down in courts
trying to explain that it is not down to
them that their child won’t attend school
and they have done everything they
possibly can. In a recent case in Leicester,
a birth mother, who described physical and
verbal abuse at the hands of her teenage
daughter, was charged with failing to ensure
her child attended her school in Leicester
Magistrates Court. A teacher, who became
the mother’s friend, spoke up for the mother
who was nevertheless ordered to pay £200
towards her own prosecution costs with a
victim surcharge and told to redouble her
efforts to get the matter sorted. The child is
verbally and physically aggressive to others
when she does attend school.

Often a child’s anxiety is increased with the
way cases are handled by schools and
authorities with punishments for parents
trying to do their best. With our children, who
are on the edge of care, consequences may
be loss of family and community.
Together with Square Peg, NFIS is raising
money to finance solicitors to investigate the
best potential legal challenges to the DfE. A
petition is also launched calling for a new
legal attendance absence code and new
national guidance.

Helpful Tip! IPSEA
(Independent Provider of
Special Education Advice) have
a useful model letter on their
website for requesting an EHC
needs assessment. For further
information see
www.ipsea.org.uk/asking-for-anehc-needs-assessment

You can make a pledge and sign the petition
through the Not Fine In School website:
https://notfineinschool.org.uk/home
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RESEARCH FOCUS
New lived experience research on accessing and receiving support from SG&AT
The findings of our latest survey have
suggested the Adoption Support Fund is proving
very beneficial for those adopters and special
guardians able to access it. Sibling harm, of a
potentially serious nature, was found to be a
concerning consequence of tardy or insufficient
support.

who are open to receiving help when they
could not access it as children or during
adolescence?
Thanks so much to all who took part in our
survey. The full report can be accessed on our
website:
http://www.specialguardiansandadopterstogethe
r.com

The survey research examines the barriers to
accessing support and the authors end the
report with some important policy questions for
further investigation:

From being adopted to becoming a parent
Adoption research on becoming a parent from
adoption, or becoming an adoptive
grandparent is underway at the University of
East Anglia. Professor Beth Neil, Dr Irina
Sirbu and Dr Julie Rimmer are looking to
recruit fathers and grandfathers into the study
and also need a few more adopted mums!

• Could the costs of providing trauma recovery
/crisis prevention support be offset against the
long term / future costs of support if this
prevention support is not provided?
• How can safeguarding be improved so that it
is not felt to undermine a child’s sense of
stability and better supports parents and
carers, respecting their knowledge?

Please get in touch with the research team if
you can help. Further information can be
found via www.ueaadoptedparents.co.uk/

• What sorts of changes are needed to keep our
children safer in care and to better support
relationships with children and young people
and their parents and carers if a child cannot
live within the family home, and during the
transition into adulthood?

Research on adopted children
re-entering care in Scotland at
Edinburgh University
PhD social work researcher Polly Cowan
would like to connect with Scottish adopters
whose children have left home prematurely.
Polly would be very interested in hearing about
your experiences if you live in Scotland and
your child has had to leave home before the
age of 18.

• Could practice guidance be developed with
us that is appropriate for our children and
families when our children re-enter care?
• Could a yellow card system be introduced for
‘never’ cases? These are cases have never
should have happened where there have been
serious systemic failings.

Please contact Polly Cowan on
polly.cowan@ed.ac.uk or 07977121709 for
further details about this important research.

• Could support be provided for young adults
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FRIENDSHIP AND SUPPORT
Clare and Lydia, two friends who are in the POTATO (Parents of Traumatised Adoptive
Teenagers Organisation), Group, share their stories of friendship and support

C L AR E

came to visit and spent the day cleaning
windows and cleaning the new house so it
would start to at least smell like home.

Our friendship story started early summer
2012. J had been home about 16 months at
this time, and I was finding it hard! We were
invited on a camping trip with a group of
adopters. On the first evening J was really
struggling with the changes, the environment
and sensory overload. I remember it being a

J liked the fact that Lydia came, and she was
able to come and visit with the boys much
more. He realised that although we had
moved, friends were still there. The uncertainty
of finding a new school before the summer
holiday really ramped up the anxiety and with
that came the negative behaviour. Add in
teenage hormones, A couple of weeks after
we moved, we went camping together for a
few days. J was still waiting for a school place
- he had not left the house at all and I needed
support and to see the outside world. We went
away to a campsite we have stayed at many
times. The sun shone, the boys played, and
we had a great time. For a few days all the
stress of the last few months just seemed to
disappear. It was lovely watching the boys play
together.

warm evening and I was hot and flustered
trying to manage J’s behaviour and increasing
anxiety. In the midst of his meltdown in the
tent, Lydia walked in, stepped over J and
passed me a glass of wine. It was at that point
I realised I was not alone and whether she
liked it or not we were going to be friends!
Last year we moved home to a completely
different area over 75 miles away. The move
was brought on in part due to the really difficult
relationship I had with J’s school. Those 3
years were my lowest point as time after time I
was called into school, had my parenting
questioned, had a very unhappy son and spent
many hours in tears. J was making no
progress, was starting to drift into friendship
groups who were not a good influence on him.
I dreaded each email and telephone call
knowing it was school and was just so
negative. Throughout it all Lydia would read
emails before I sent them to school, listen to
me rant and meet up to give support. J found
the move very traumatic and stayed under a
blanket for days. He refused to even go into

For me, just being able to be with someone
who totally understood, did not put any
demands on me and was just there, got us
through the difficult time. It gave me an
opportunity to recharge ready for returning
home and the battle of getting a school place
started. I know that whatever the future brings
in our adoption journey, I can count on my
friends to be there and always give me
support.

the garden. The day after we moved, Lydia
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L Y DI A

Before we started the sessions, Clare made
me sort out some self-care and we planned a
day with a dog walk with her dog at a park
local to us. I remember bursting into tears
when she said it's just so amazing to have a
friend who totally gets it and understands. The
support I have had from Clare has definitely
made the journey of therapy feel easier for me.

As Clare has explained, how we met often
makes people laugh. We built the boys’
relationship up slowly and they always seem to
pick up where they left off each time. Using
Premier Inn each time we met initially between
us meant it was familiar as they all have same
layout, colours, sleeping arrangements and
breakfast items. My youngest always says
they smell like J! We speak most days via
messenger or phone when we’ve had a
particularly stressful day, or we need a reality
check! I know I can contact Clare any time and
have the support, advice or even a whinge.

The POTATO Group is a great resource for
adoptive parents of teenagers and young
adults. Find out more
www.thepotatogroup.org.uk

D ON ’ T D E FI N E M E

We had Adoption Support Funding approved
for our youngest son for Dyadic
Developmental Psychotherapy, which we
started in September 18. Life can be pretty
challenging for him due to his early
experiences and we felt we needed some
more support to help him understand why he
was finding things so difficult. As Clare has
spent a lot of time with us, on holidays and
days out, I was able to chat with her about my
concerns and see that I wasn't imagining
them. She has seen him when he's been
finding things really difficult and she could see
what were seeing. So, I knew that it was the
right thing for both him and us as a family.

By Dawn Henderson ©
Don’t define me by my labels or my hurt,
Or my deep primeval rage.
Define me by my spirit,
Which is infinitely engaged.
Don’t regard me as just RAD,
ADHD or more,
Scatter all those preconceptions
On the well-trod travelled floor
Don’t regard me as unique,
That misaligns me more,
I’m not so different from you, you-see
Just my heart and head hurts more.
Don’t regard me as a project,
or something to be fixed,
I have infinite life within me,
I am brave and I have gifts.

During the time we were having the weekly
sessions with him it was very difficult for us all.
I was very emotional at the end of each
session. Even though he had seemingly 'left it
in the room' I was left with this 'cloud' - for
want of a better word left hanging over me
each week. Knowing I had Clare at the end of
the phone for chat or text when we'd had a
difficult therapy session meant the world.

Don’t disregard my future,
Don’t write off all my plans,
Embrace and accept my imaginings,
My life is in your hands.
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Don’t wallow in self-pity
At the life you have today,
That undermines you and I
And Is damaging in every way.
Embrace and accept my imaginings,
My life is in your hands.

Don’t stop learning,
Take me with you,
On the road,
To healing me.

MY SON’S BIG KIND
H EA RT

Don’t wallow in self-pity
At the life you have today,
That undermines you and I
And Is damaging in every way.

My adopted son had only been with me for a
few months and he was coming up for eight
years old. A small boy, full of wonder with
enormous brown eyes and a freckled face.
We were off to London to visit family and
friends – it was a cold blustery day when we
arrived.

I may not hear you say it,
But I feel when you are sad,
And because I believe I cause it,
I end up getting mad.
I don’t want you to reach me
But please come here and hold my heart I know
that what my soul needs
And I’ll show you all my hurt.

The busy city was more than a bit
overwhelming with its bustling streets.
Homelessness was not so prominent at this
time in our town, as in London, and when Joe
saw his first homeless person he stopped in
his tracks, transfixed, unable to comprehend.
“Where does he live?” Joe asked? I explained
that he didn’t have anywhere. “What about his
dog?” asked an anxious Joe. He walked up to
the man and emptied every single coin from
his pockets, all his spending money, and put it
in the man’s hat. The man, who was quite
young, was clearly moved, and said thank
you. I had to wipe away a tear.

I don’t want you to see me,
Don’t look too closely or too near,
I don’t want you to judge me,
Getting close fires up my fear.
I don’t want you to love me,
I’ll spit and fight and bite,
I do want you to love me
But I’m exhausted, just be near.
I’ll use hateful words,
To keep my distance,
Attack you, to keep you near,
Trash my room to release my tension,
It’s not at you,
It’s all in me.

We did not pass by another homeless person
over the next few days without my son
wanting to give something. It could come out
of his pocket money, but “could we just give
something please?”

Don’t tell me I am safe,
When I know I am afraid
Don’t tell me I am loved,
When I don’t know what that means.
Don’t tell me you will listen,
Then talk all over me,
Don’t tell me I am wrong,
Its who I need to be.

Joe may have come with a myriad of
diagnostic labels, but his heart was just fine.
What he saw wasn’t right and he could not
walk by, or look away, as I and others had
become far too accustomed to doing. My son
had opened my eyes with his innate kindness.

Don’t stop fighting For my recovery,
Don’t stop learning
To soothe my wounds.
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CHARITY FOCUS
Back from The Brink is a charity that
provides counselling, trauma therapy and
support to people who have had children
removed from their care. The charity has so
far helped 147 women who were referred or
self-referred for being at serious risk of
suicide. The charity has assisted birth
parents, adoptive parents and SGO holders.

More than Grandparents Sunderland
(Independent Charity 1173253) has
helped so many SG&AT members and SGO
holders in the region.
More than Grandparents (Sunderland) was
formed by a group of Grandparent/Kinship
Carers (now referred to by statutory
services as Connected Carers or Family
and Friends Carers) because we were
being made aware of more and more
Carers raising the children of family and
friends needing support with difficult and
emotive choices resulting from family
trauma.

Having recently achieved charity status BFTB
are looking for funding for the charity’s
general management, to continue to provide
a 24-hour help-line, to finance volunteer
training and to offer life-changing Human
Given-based free psychotherapy for clients.
Private sponsors are needed and fundraising
opportunities ideas always welcome.
Please email our fundraising trustee E.
Burwood or Chair Ms S Morris for more
information on how you can sponsor us or
get involved in fundraising at
adminbftb@protonmail.com.

We aim to help Family and Friends Carers
and their children to have a better sense of
wellbeing and minimise their feelings of
isolation by offering 1-1 support, advice and
guidance, group support and recreational
opportunities.

The charity address is
www.backfromthebrink.org.uk

Please help them fund raise at:
www.facebook.com/Morethangrandparentss
underland/

We really hope you have enjoyed reading
our newsletter and would love to hear
your feedback about it. What would you
like us to cover in future?

HOW TO CONTACT US & SUBSCRIBE TO
OUR NEWSLETTER!
Web:
www.specialguardiansandadopterstogether.com

We would very much like contributions too
so please do send your views, thoughts,
experiences, stories, poems and art to
sgandadopterstogether@gmail.com

Email: sgandadopterstogether@gmail.com
Twitter: https://twitter.com/SGandAT
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